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Abstract

This article addresses collaborative learning in a multi-
agent system: each agent revises incrementally its beliefs
B (a concept representation) to keep it consistent with the
whole set of information K (the examples) that he has re-
ceived from the environment or other agents. In SMILE this
notion of consistency was extended to a group of agents and
a unique consistent concept representation was so main-
tained inside the group. In the present paper, we present
iSMILE in which the agents still provide examples to other
agents but keep their own concept representation. We will
see that iSMILE is more time consuming and loses part of
its learning ability, but that when agents cooperate at clas-
sification time, the group benefits from the advantages of
ensemble learning.

1 Introduction

This article deals with the problem of collaborative con-
cept learning in a multi-agent system (see [8] for a recent
review). More precisely, we are concerned with the exten-
sion of incremental (i.e. online) concept learning from ex-
amples, a simple model of supervised learning that outputs
a hypothesis that covers positive examples and reject nega-
tive examples of some target concept, to a collaborative set-
ting. This work follows a former work concerning learning
in an intentional multi-agent system (MAS for short) using a
BDI formalism [7]. In that work, agents share plans, each of
them being associated with a context defining in which con-
ditions it can be triggered. Agents have to adapt their plan
contexts depending on the failure or success of executed
plans. However, this work lacked a collective learning pro-

tocol: each agent simply starts adaptation whenever some
plan context become unsatisfactory, asking other agents for
examples (plans successes or failures). A collaborative con-
cept learning protocol has been further proposed and inves-
tigated resulting in the SMILE1implementation [1].

In SMILE each agent is assumed to be able to learn in-
crementally from the data he receives, meaning that each
agent ri can revise his belief set Bi to keep it consistent with
the set of information Ki he has received from the environ-
ment or from other agents. Here, the belief set B repre-
sents hypothetical knowledge that can therefore be revised,
whereas the set of information K represents certain knowl-
edge, composed of non revisable observations and facts.
Moreover, in SMILE, we suppose that at least a part Bc of
the beliefs of each agent is common to all agents and must
stay that way : we further refer to agents of SMILE as non-
individualistic agents. We define the mas-consistency of an
agent with respect to the community as follows: its belief
set has to be consistent with the whole set of information in
the multi-agent system.

The mas-consistency maintenance process of an agent
getting new information gives him the role of a learner and
implies communication with other agents acting as critics.
However agents can in turn be learners or critics, none of
them being kept to a specific role. Agents are autonomous,
the information is distributed among the agents and, be-
cause pieces of information can be transmitted by an agent
to an other one, can be redundant. Each agent has a proper
memory but there is no central memory.

In the present paper, we present iSMILE in which the
agents behavior is changed in the following way: they still
collaborate by providing examples to other agents, but they
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always keep their own hypothesis regarding BC , so there
is now one such hypothesis per agent in the MAS. We will
see that iSMILE is more time consuming and loses part of
its learning ability, but also that when agents cooperate at
classification time, the group benefit from the advantages of
ensemble learning.

2 Collaborative learning by Non Individual-
istic agents

2.1 Definitions and framework

In this section, we recall the formulation of collective in-
cremental learning in SMILE [1]. We represent a n-MAS
as a set of agents r1, ..., rn. Each agent ri has a belief set
Bi consisting of all the revisable knowledge he has. A com-
mon part BC of this knowledge must be shared with other
agents. If an agent ri revises his belief set Bi to B′i, chang-
ing in the process BC into B′C , all other agents rk must then
revise their belief set Bk to B′k = (Bk −BC) ∪B′C .
Moreover, each agent ri has stored some certain infor-
mation Ki. We suppose that some consistency property
Cons(Bi, Ki) can be verified by the agent itself between
its beliefs Bi and its information Ki. As said before, Bi

represents knowledge that might be revised whereas Ki rep-
resents observed facts, taken as being true, and which can
possibly contradict Bi. We have then the following defini-
tions:

Definition 1 An agent ri is a-consistent iff Cons(Bi, Ki)
is true. An agent ri is mas-consistent iff Cons(Bi, K) is
true, where K = ∪j∈{1,..,n}Kj is the information stored in
the n-MAS. A n-MAS is consistent iff all its agents ri are
mas-consistent.

In the following, we will suppose that consistency
of the agents is additive, meaning that whether we
have Cons(Bi, K1) and Cons(Bi, K2), we also have
Cons(Bi, K1 ∪ K2). We also suppose that BC is in-
dependent from the remainder of Bi : Cons(Bi, Ki) iff
Cons(Bi −BC , Ki) and Cons(BC , Ki).

We denote as M an incremental learning mechanism
that, whenever the agent ri receives a contradictory piece
of information k2changes Bi in B′i = M(Bi) and so main-
tains the a-consistency of the agent. In the same way, we
define the mas-consistency of a revision mechanism Ms by
requiring that the agent stays consistent with the whole in-
formation stored in the MAS. Finally Ms is strongly mas-
consistent iff when Ms is applied by an agent, the whole
MAS is made consistent.

2so turning Ki into K′
i = Ki ∪ k such that Cons(Bi, K

′) is false.

2.2 A strongly mas-consistent revision mecha-
nism Ms

Ms will be constituted of reiterated applications by the
learner agent ri of its internal a-consistent mechanism M ,
followed by some interactions between ri and the other
agents, until ri regains its mas-consistency. The mechanism
is triggered by an agent ri that, upon receipt of a contradic-
tory piece of information k revises BC to B′C . An inter-
action I(ri, rj) between the learner agent ri and another
agent rj , acting as critic is as follows:

1. agent ri sends the revision B′C to rj .

2. agent rj checks the revision B′C . If this modification
preserves its a-consistency, rj sends to ri an accepta-
tion of B′C , else it sends a denial along with a contra-
dictory piece of information k′: Cons(B′j , k

′) is false.

An iteration of Ms will then be composed of:

1. A revision performed by the learner agent ri.

2. a set of interactions I(ri, rj). If a piece of information
k′ is transmitted to ri, this will necessarily make ri

a-inconsistent and a new iteration will then occur.

When all the critics have sent an acceptation of the pro-
posed hypothesis B′C , then the learner send a validation
message that informs each agent that B′C restores its mas-
consistency. The critics then adopt the new hypothesis B′C .

In [1], the revision mechanism Ms described above was
proved as strongly mas-consistent when Cons is additive.

2.3 Experiments on non individualistic collabora-
tive learning

An Incremental concept learning mechanism The
mechanism proposed has been applied to incremental
MAS concept learning. Here a hypothesis is a monotone
DFN, i.e. a disjunction of terms, each represented as a con-
junction of positive literals from a set of atoms A. An
example is an interpretation together with a label + or−. A
hypothesis H covers an example e whenever e satisfies (is
a model of) H3. Given a set of positive and negative exam-
ples E = E+ ∪ E−, a hypothesis is complete when it cov-
ers all the positive examples in E+, and is coherent when
it covers no negative examples in E−. To learn boolean
formulae, negative literals are represented by additional
atoms, like not− a4.

3we identify e to the term made of its positive atoms. So e is a model
of H whenever there is a term t in H more general than e, i.e. such that t
includes e.

4A target formula as for instance f =(a ∧ b) ∨ (b ∧ ¬c) would be
represented as (a ∧ b) ∨ (b ∧ not− c). The positive example {not−
a, b, not− c} is a model of f .



Given a current hypothesis H , a memory E = E+∪E−

filled with the examples previously received by the agent,
and a new example e that falsifies either completeness or
coherency of H (we also say that e contradicts H), a revi-
sion mechanism M produces a revised hypothesis H ′ that
is complete and coherent with respect to the new memory
state E ∪ e.

Details on the the revision mechanism M implemented
in SMILE are to be found in the previous paper [1]. In a
few words, M performs a minimal revision of H as fol-
lows. Whenever H does not cover e = e+ (e+ is a positive
counterexample), H is revised either by minimally general-
izing some term or by adding e+ as a new term. If H covers
e = e− (e− is a negative counterexample), each term h cov-
ering e− is discarded from H and replaced by a set of new
terms {h′1, ...., h′n}. Finally, terms of the resulting hypoth-
esis that are less general than others are discarded.

Collective learning If H is the current hypothesis, Ei the
current example memory of agent ri and E the set of all
the examples received by the system, the notation of sec-
tion 2.1 becomes Bi = BC = H , Ki = Ei and K = E.
Cons(H,Ei) states that H is complete and coherent with
Ei. The piece of information k received by agent ri is here
simply an example e. As the revision mechanism M we
have described is a-consistent, Ms as described in Section
2.2 is strong mas-consistent: upon reception of a new
example in the MAS by an agent r, a set of interactions be-
tween r and the other agents, results in a new hypothesis,
shared by all the agents, which is complete and coherent
with the set E of all the examples present in the MAS.

2.3.1 Experiments

We briefly report here the results of the experiments per-
formed on non individualistic collaborative concept learn-
ing. An experiment is typically composed of 50 trials. Each
trial corresponds to a sequence of m examples that are in-
crementally learned by a n-MAS. A number of variables
such as accuracy, (i.e. the ratio of correct classification of
a set of test examples) is recorded each time 25 examples
are received by the system during those runs. A trial begins
by sending an example to a random agent who restores the
MAS consistency. Another example is then sent to the MAS
and again mas-consistency is restored and so on. Experi-
ments are performed on a set of boolean problems including
Multiplexer-11 (M11) and a xor function (Xor3 25).

Execution time and Example Redundancy The execu-
tion time represents the whole set of learning and communi-
cation activity in the MAS, and hints at the cost of maintain-
ing a consistent learning hypothesis in a MAS composed of
autonomous agents. The results showed that execution time

linearly depends on the number of agents. Redundancy de-
pends of ne, the total number of examples received from
the environment in the MAS, and is written RS = nS/ne,
where nS is the sum of the sizes of agents example mem-
ories Ei. There is a peak of redundancy when learning is
most active, and then redundancy slowly decreases towards
its minimal value 1: when there is no more revisions, exam-
ples are only stored by the agent that receives them.

A n-MAS selects a simpler and more accurate solution
than a single agent This improvement in accuracy was
not especially expected, because whether there are one or
n agents in the MAS, when ne examples are given to the
MAS, it has access to the same amount of information and
maintains only one ongoing hypothesis. The improvement,
which is impressive when learning some difficult boolean
functions, is due to two main effects. First, there is a se-
lection effect: as critics only send contradictory examples,
an agent memory is fed with such selected examples. Sec-
ond, many hypotheses are produced and checked during the
revision process Ms, thus resulting in an extensive explo-
ration effect. The latter effect seems more involved in the
improvement than the former (data not shown).

3 iSmile : Concept Learning by Individualis-
tic Agents

The only change in behavior, when changing a non indi-
vidualistic agent, as experimented in Smile, to an individu-
alistic agent, is that an individualistic agent never adopt any
hypothesis from another agent.

We denote as M I
s the revision mechanism Ms of sec-

tion 2.2 obtained by omitting the final adoption by each
critic of the hypothesis validated by the learner. When the
learner agent applies M I

s , the resulting hypothesis H ′l is
now consistent with the whole information K ∪ k stored
in the MAS. However, the other agents, the critics, are no
guaranteed to be consistent with k. A weaker property than
mas-consistency may however be maintained when index-
ing mas-consistency with time:

Definition 2 Let Kt = ∪Kt
j be the information stored in

the MAS at time t:
An agent ri is mas-consistentt iff Cons(Bi, K

t) is true.
A n-MAS is consistentt iff each agent ri is mas-consistentt.
A n-MAS r1, . . . , rn is locally consistent iff every agent ri

is mas-consistentti where ti is the time of its last revision.
A revision mechanism U is locally mas-consistentt iff for
any information k reaching an agent of a n-MAS at time t,
applying U maintains the local consistency of the n-MAS .

Proposition 1 For any additive consistency, M I
s is locally

mas-consistentt



Proof When Cons is additive, applying M I
s to agent ri

receiving information k at time t insures that ri is now mas-
consistentt. Furthermore, any other agent rj keeps its own
hypothesis and so is still mas-consistenttj , where tj is the
time of its last revision. As t is the time of the last revision
of ri, it follows that r1, . . . , rn is locally consistent and so
M I

s is locally mas-consistentt. �

We will denote as the desynchronization effect, the decrease
in average accuracy resulting from the delay between the
various revision times ti in an individualistic n-MAS, and
will propose a partial resynchronization mechanism to re-
duce this effect. Furthermore, as each agent ri have its own
hypothesis, the agents may then perform a collaborative
classification using a Majority Voting or Weighted Majority
Voting process: iSMILE, in this case, acts as an ensemble
learning method [4].

3.1 Experiments on iSMILE

3.1.1 Learning cost and Accuracy.

In our experiments on boolean concepts, using the same
conditions as in section 2.3.1. we found that iSMILE CPU
learning time and redundancy follow the same patterns as
SMILE, but that the cost is higher with iSMILE: for in-
stance, when learning M11, the total CPU time is about
three times larger using an individualistic 20-MAS. Regard-
ing memory storage, example redundancy is also stronger as
shown in Figure 1(a). The desynchronisation effect causes
a severe decrease on average accuracy as shown in Figure
1(b).
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Figure 1. (a) Redundancy in SMILE (dashed lines) and iS-
MILE when learning M11 with 10 and 20 agents MAS,
(b) Average accuracy decrease in iSMILE with a number
of agents ranging from 2 to 100.

3.1.2 Partial resynchronization in iSMILE

Partial resynchronization for an agent ri consists in reduc-
ing the delay t − ti where time t corresponds to the last

revision performed in the n-MAS, and time ti refers to the
last revision performed by agent ri. The method consists in
bounding, for each agent ri, an increasing function f(t−ti).
We add then the following behavior to agents: whenever an
agent ri detects that f(t − ti) > ∆, ri executes a revi-
sion M I

s of its current hypothesis. This means that its hy-
pothesis is sent to the other agents in order to be criticized.
When the process stops, the new hypothesis is locally mas-
consistentt:

Proposition 2 When partial resynchronization is added to
M I

s , M I
s is locally mas-consistentt with, for every agent ri,

f(t− ti) ≤ ∆.

We relate here resynchronization to the current learning
activity in the whole n-MAS: a low learning activity in the
n-MAS, i.e. few revisions, means less desynchronization.
We use in our experiments f(i) = n(t)−n(ti) where n(t) is
the number of examples provided to the whole MAS by the
environment and that each triggered a M I

s revision. Note
that whenever learning has converged to the target, there is
no more learning activity, and so no more resynchroniza-
tion. Of course when learning does not converge, as it hap-
pens when dealing with real-world problems, the function
should be changed : agent ri should estimate the slope of
its current accuracy and extrapolate some expected accuracy
â(t) would he perform a resynchronization now.

We first experiment resynchronization on problem
xor3 25 using ∆ = 10 as a threshold. We compare ac-
curacies, namely the average accuracies and the accuracies
obtained by Majority Voting, with and without resynchro-
nization. The cost is here evaluated by measuring the re-
dundancy and the total number of hypotheses sent by all the
agents of a 50-MAS. We observe in Figure 2(a) and 2(b)
that there is a supplementary cost in the steepest part of the
learning curve (between 75 to 150 examples) but that, first,
the overall supplementary learning activity at convergence
time is not unbearable (' 17% increase for 500 examples),
and second, the redundancy severely decreases, soon rejoin-
ing the original iSMILE redundancy (' 17% increase for
only 300 examples).

In the table hereunder we compare the average and Ma-
jority Voting accuracies of iSMILE with and without resyn-
chronization (∆=10) on the same boolean concepts as in the
experiments of SMILE [1]. We also represent the results
of a single agent and of a non individualistic 10-MAS, to-
gether with those of state-of-the-art learners RIpper and ID3
and also, on two hard problems, with the results of ID3-k
using a fixed-depth lookahead k = 3 together with those of
the lookahead-by-Stochastic algorithm LSID3 (r = 5) as
reported in [5]. When we observe an accuracy increase, we
also report the results of ∆ = 5 resynchronization (R5).
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Figure 2. iSMILE learning cost of the xor3 25 problem
using 50 indvidualistic agents with (50 iS R) and without
∆ = 10 resynchronization (50 iS) (a) Total number of hy-
potheses sent by the agents (b) Redundancy.

Pb Ex Sm1 N R5 R10 VR5 VR10 Sm10 JRip Id3 id3k LSID3

M11 200 88.7 73.7 89.4 86.9 94.8 92.9 94.4 88.3 80.7 / /
M11 9 200 65.2 62.0 / 70.0 / 78.1 78.7 73.0 67.9 / /
M20 550 65.7 67.0 / 71.9 / 86.0 88.2 67.7 62.7 87.2 95.5
X3 25 100 60.5 57.4 71.6 67.5 77.6 72.5 91.4 54.4 55.2 / /
X5 5 180 68.8 58.5 / 68.4 / 72.1 76.1 52.6 60.8 55.8 100.0
X5 15 600 60.4 65.0 / 71.1 / 88.6 96.7 50.9 51.9 / /
S9 19 200 86.6 77.7 / 90.0 / 95.4 98.1 99.9 92.3 / /

The results confirm i) the selection effect: when comparing
the single agent accuracy Sm1 to the averaged resynchro-
nized accuracy (R5 or R10) the latter clearly outperforms
the former ii) the accuracy increase resulting from collec-
tive decision (VR5 and VR10) w.r.t. individual decision (R5
and R10 iii) that non individualistic learning (Sm10) is al-
ways better in these boolean problems and that state-of-the-
art learners are always outperformed except in S9 19 which
is not a hard problem iv) the contract algorithm LSID out-
performs SMILE on the two hard problems experimented,
but SMILE performs as well as ID3-k on M20 and outper-
form ID3-k on Xor5 5.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

SMILE and iSMILE implements collaborative coherent
concept learning and assumes that the Cons function is ad-
ditive. The semantics of Cons basically is that the hypothe-
sis belongs to the version Space corresponding to the whole
set of examples sent the to agents. When examples are in-
complete there is no difficulty, as reported in [3], in defin-
ing whether a hypothesis belongs to the Version Space, and
Cons is then still additive. When considering noisy con-
cepts, or whenever we consider that coherency (i.e. per-
fectly discriminating positive and negative examples) has to
be weakened then additivity is problematic.

From a computational learning theory perspective, col-
laborative consistent learning as proposed here has links
with Query Learning and more precisely with theory revi-
sion with queries[6]. Critics as defined here may be seen as
incomplete oracles answering equivalence queries: when

the learner does not receive counterexamples from critics
(acting as incomplete oracles), he has to wait for examples
coming from the environment.

The present paper only considers the multi agent learn-
ing problem in a fully connected network. Non individualis-
tic MAS learning has been extended to cope with situations
in which agents only communicate with their neighbors [2].

The main feature of the collaborative learning mecha-
nism discussed here is that it maintains a consistency prop-
erty relative to the whole MAS. A previous paper investi-
gated the non individualistic case in which one hypothesis
is maintained in the whole MAS through an adoption be-
havior. In the present paper we have addressed the individ-
ualistic case in which one hypothesis is maintained by each
agent. We show that in such an individualistic MAS learn-
ing, learning is less efficient (in terms of time and space
resources), and that, as a weaker consistency property is
maintained, learning is slower (in terms of the number of
examples, within the whole system). So there is a price to
pay for individualism. In the positive side, first, we have
added a partial resynchronization behavior to agents that
clearly improves accuracy, i.e. learning speed, with a small
addition to the overall cost at convergence time. Second,
having several hypotheses in the system allows collabora-
tive decisions, using a Majority Voting procedure, that also
results in improved accuracy. Also, individualistic and non
individualistic behaviors are to be considered as extreme
ones: we are currently investigating agent behaviors includ-
ing the possibility to merge their hypothesis with those of
other agents.
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